Feb 26th, 2020 | 18.30 – 20.30 pm

Connection Meet-up for Creating Impact:

Collaboration is crucial for making a change. This event will give you the opportunity to connect with two very valuable networks. Both dedicated to impact business / social entrepreneurship, they comprise the potential of synergies to be created and promising collaborations when working together. This meet-up will be the first opportunity to let important stakeholders of both networks connect and find new formats and opportunities to create an even bigger impact together.

Both networks will introduce themselves and give some insights into the similarities & their different focus, before we’ll give you the opportunity to connect in person and talk about how we can enable these networks benefiting from each other.

Participating Parties will be:

- Team of Impact Hub Hamburg
- Members of Impact Hub Hamburg Community
- Board Members of Enactus Lüneburg, Hamburg & Kiel
- Alumni of Enactus Germany (living in & around Hamburg)
- Everyone interested in networks for Impact Business

Wednesday, February 26th, 2020 | 18.30 – 20.30 pm
Impact Hub Hamburg, Karolinenstraße 9, Hamburg.